DUNESIDE TERMITE

(Bay Filly; Foaled June 4, 2010; Brand 1H332)

By DUNESIDE PERCH p,2,1:50.2 ($160,325) by Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50. Brother to ABA DABA DOO p,4,1:49.1 ($541,037); half-brother to ELUSIVE PREY p,4,1:51.2 ($778,081), etc. At 2, 4 (3-0-0) and winner NJSS (2 legs and Final) at The Meadowlands with wins in 1:52.4; 1:51.4 and 1:50.2. Only horse ever to win first 3 starts faster than 1:53 at 2 and only horse ever to win faster than 1:51 before August 1 at 2. At 3, sold for $700,000 at public auction. Duneside Perch’s oldest foals are yearlings in 2011.

1st Dam
LEXIE LULU p,2,1:58.4; 3,1:58 ($37,861) by Dorunrun Bluegrass p,1:49.4. 14 wins. At 2, winner NY-Bred LC at Syracuse and Vernon Downs; third in NYSS at Yonkers. At 3, winner NY-Bred LC at Syracuse; second at Saratoga and Yonkers and in NYFS at Sandy Creek and race timed 1:57.3. Dam of: PEMBROKE LU p,2,2:03.1h; 3,1:59.2h; 4,1:56.4h (m, Baron Biltmore) ($137,653). 22 wins. At 2, 11 (4-5-1) and winner MSBS at Prescott and Skowhegan; second in 2 MSBS at Scarborough, MSBS at Topsham and $47,143 Final at Scarborough; third in MSBS at Bangor and race timed 2:02.3h (twice). At 3, 14 (9-1-1) with seasonal earnings of $61,901 and winner 2 MSBS at Scarborough, 2 at Bangor, MSBS at Prescott, Windsor, Farmington and Cumberland and NOSC at Scarborough; second in $77,716 MSBS Final at Scarborough; third in MSBS at Union.

PEMBROKE JOE BLACK p,2,2:00.3h (h, Baron Biltmore) ($21,167). 1 win. At 2, winner MSBS at Windsor; second at Scarborough, Prescott and Skowhegan; third at Bangor. Now 3, racing and second in 2 MSS at Bangor, race timed 1:59.3h.

Lexie Lulu p,3,2:03.3h; 4,2:00.3h (m, Baron Biltmore) ($12,719). 5 wins. At 3, second in MSBS at Cumberland and in NESC at Scarborough and race timed 2:02.3h.

2nd Dam
ELTEE'S MISTRESS p,3,2:02.3h; 1:58.4f ($61,304) by BG's Bunny p,3,1:58.4. 38 wins. At 2, winner NY-Bred LC at Syracuse and Vernon Downs; third in NYSS at Yonkers. At 3, winner NY-Bred LC at Syracuse; second at Saratoga and Yonkers and in NYFS at Sandy Creek and race timed 1:57.3. Dam of: TUFF SHUTTLE p,2,2:00.3h; 1:53.4f (g, Dorunrun Bluegrass) ($120,877). 15 wins. At 2, second in Landmark S. at Goshen. At 3, third in DSOA S. Final at Dover Downs and Hopeful S. (leg) at Yonkers and race timed 1:56.1f.

LEXIE LULU p,2,1:58.4; 3,1:58 (m, Dorunrun Bluegrass) ($37,951). As above.

Ballykett Rich p,3,2:04.2h; 4,2:01h (g, Dorunrun Bluegrass) ($15,212). 5 wins. At 2, second in NYFS at Bath (elim.); third at Caledonia (elim.) and race timed 2:07.4h. At 3, third in NYFS at Caledonia. and race timed 2:01.2h. At 4, race timed 1:56.

3rd Dam
TO RI TARA p,2,2:07.1f; 3,2:03.4f ($13,605) by Most Happy Fella p,3,1:54. 38 wins. At 3, third in Comforther Series (leg) at The Meadowlands and race timed 1:58.1. Dam of 7 foals, 6 raced, 5 winners. Dam of: PEMBROKE LU p,2,2:03.1h; 3,1:59.2h; 4,1:56.4h (m, Baron Biltmore) ($137,653). 22 wins. At 2, 11 (4-5-1) and winner MSBS at Prescott and Skowhegan; second in 2 MSBS at Scarborough, MSBS at Topsham and $47,143 Final at Scarborough; third in MSBS at Bangor and race timed 2:02.3h (twice). At 3, 14 (9-1-1) with seasonal earnings of $61,901 and winner 2 MSBS at Scarborough, 2 at Bangor, MSBS at Prescott, Windsor, Farmington and Cumberland and NOSC at Scarborough; second in $77,716 MSBS Final at Scarborough; third in MSBS at Union.

PEMBROKE JOE BLACK p,2,2:00.3h (h, Baron Biltmore) ($21,167). 1 win. At 2, winner MSBS at Windsor; second at Scarborough, Prescott and Skowhegan; third at Bangor. Now 3, racing and second in 2 MSS at Bangor, race timed 1:59.3h.

Pembroke Lulu p,3,2:03.3h; 4,2:00.3h (m, Baron Biltmore) ($12,719). 5 wins. At 3, second in MSBS at Cumberland and in NESC at Scarborough and race timed 2:02.3h.

Pembroke Grampubub p,3,2:02.4h (h, Newtralize) ($6,477). 2 wins. At 3, third in MSBS at Scarborough. At 4, race timed 2:01.4h.

4th Dam
MISS CONNA ADIOS p,2,2:07.4f; 3,2:01f; 1:57.3f ($370,849) by Adios Senator p,2,2:01.4. 6 wins. World Champion. At 4, winner of Dan Parish Memorial and Atlantic Seaboard Pacing Series (4 legs); second in James Clark Memorial, National Pacing Championship at Yonkers, American at Freehold and Atlantic Seaboard Pacing Series (leg and Final). As Aged, winner Pandora Series (leg and Final) and Cardigan Bay P. Dam of 12 foals, 10 winners; including: TO RI CONNA p,2,2:02.1; 3,1:56.4 (m, Meadow Skipper) ($79,895). 9 wins. At 2, winner First Edition Series (leg); second in Matron S. and Debutante S. At 3, winner Breeders Filly S. and 2 MSRF S.; second in Helen Dancer Memorial. Dam of POWER PERSUASION p,1:56 ($45,649), etc.
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